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To investigate the association between peripheral retinal shape and myopia, retinal shape has been inferred 
indirectly from peripheral refraction and peripheral eye length measurements, for example, negative relative 
refraction is associated with a “prolate” shape. The purpose of this study was to improve upon this by 
quantifying retinal shape from the measurements. 
 
Methods: 
Peripheral refraction (PR) and peripheral eye length (PEL) were measured using the Shin-Nippon SRW-5000 
auto-refractor and the Haag-Streit Lenstar LS-900 biometer, respectively, along horizontal and vertical fields 
out to ±35° in 5° steps in 48 young adults (spherical equivalent refraction +0.75D to −6.25D). Retinal vertex 
curvature and asphericity were determined from the following methods: 
a) PR method (Dunne): The Gullstrand-Emsley schematic eye was modified according to a participant’s 
intraocular lengths and anterior cornea curvature. Ray-tracing was performed at each angle through the stop, 
altering the asphericity of the cornea until peripheral astigmatism matched the experimental measurement. 
Retinal curvature, and consequently retinal co-ordinate intersection with the chief ray, was altered until 
sagittal refraction matched its measurement.  
b) PEL method: Ray-tracing was performed at each angle through the anterior corneal centre of curvature of 
the Gullstrand-Emsley eye. Ignoring refraction at the lens, retinal co-ordinates relative to the fovea were 
determined from peripheral eye lengths and trigonometry. 
For a) and b) and each visual field, sets of retinal co-ordinates were used to fit conic retinal shapes in terms of 
vertex curvature and asphericity. 
c) Inferred retinal shape: Second-order fits to the relative PR and relative EL measurements were made as a 
function of visual field angle. Increasing retinal steepness was inferred by increasing second-order 
coefficients for relative PR and by decreasing second-order coefficients for relative EL. 
 
Results: 
The PR method gave significantly smaller vertex curvatures than the PEL method along horizontal and 
vertical fields (differences, mean ±95% CI: horizontal −0.011±0.002 mm-1, vertical −0.008±0.003 mm-1). The 
PR method gave significantly more positive asphericities than the PEL method along the horizontal field 
(horizontal +0.59±0.23, vertical +0.19±0.48). Across the two methods, retinal curvature was significantly 
higher along the horizontal field than along the vertical field (+0.005±0.002 mm-1, p < 0.001), but there was 
no significant difference between asphericities along the visual fields (−0.22±0.34, p = 0.19).  
Inferring retinal shape from relative PR and PEL measurements indicated that retinas become more curved 
along horizontal and vertical meridians as myopia increases (p<0.05). However, for the PR and PEL 
methods, there were no significant changes in either vertex curvature or asphericity as myopia increased. 
  
Discussion & Conclusion: 
The PR and PEL methods gave different estimates of retinal vertex curvature and asphericity. Neither method 
gave significant effects of refraction on these estimates, which contrasts with an MRI study (Atchison et al, 
IOVS, 2005) that found horizontal vertex curvature became greater as myopia increased. Differences may be 
at least partly due to the three methods using different retinal extents, with the PEL method using the least 
and the MRI method using the most. Further comparison using similar proportions will help determine the 
validity of PR and PEL methods for determining retinal shape. 
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